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This presentation is about making connections and crossing boundaries.  
 
 When I read EM Forster’s books at the age of 19, his philosophy of Only Connect made an enormous 
impression on me.  In 1924, EM Forster wrote his landmark novel, A Passage to India.  This is a 
fascinating contrast between the mindsets of Christians, Muslims and Hindus, in a multi-cultural 
and unstable social setting.  For Forster, the social attitudes of the Christians and Muslims remain 
limited and constrained by their faiths.  Social boundaries remained difficult to cross.  
 
 In A Passage to India, Forster gently satirized the Christians’ inability to visualize a world without 
boundaries: 
 

“In our Father’s house are many mansions, [the progressive missionaries taught], 
… Not one shall be turned away by the servants on that veranda, be he black or 
white, not one shall be kept standing who approaches with a loving heart.  And 
why should the divine hospitality cease here?  Consider, with all reverence, the 
monkeys.  May there not be a mansion for the monkeys also?  Old Mr Graysford 
said No, but young Mr Sorley, who was advanced, said Yes;  he saw no reason why 
monkeys should not have their collateral share of bliss, and had sympathetic 
discussions about them with his Hindu friends.  And the jackals?  Jackals were 
indeed less to Mr Sorley’s mind, but he admitted that the mercy of God, being 
infinite, may well embrace all mammals.  And the wasps? He became uneasy 
during the descent to wasps, and was apt to change the conversation.  And 
oranges, cactuses, crystals, and mud?  And the bacteria inside Mr Sorley?  No, no, 
this is going too far.  We must exclude someone from our gathering, or we shall be 
left with nothing” (page 3). 

 
In contrast to the Christians and Muslims, the Hindus achieve a consciousness of universality – of 
social and religious boundaries dissipating in the face of greater universal truths and connections.  
Not surprising, then, that Forster’s mantra, throughout much of his work, is the phrase Only Connect 
– to find the commonalities, sympathies and synergies which lie beneath the appearance of 
difference and discrimination.     
 



It is not only the Hindus who emphasise the importance of “connecting”.  Martha Nussbaum, the 
eminent Princeton philosopher, writes in her latest book (which is tellingly entitled Not for Profit:  
Why Democracy needs the Humanities):  In the modern world, she writes, “We seem to be forgetting 
about the soul, about what it is for thought to open out of the soul and connect persons to world in a 
rich, subtle and complicated manner;  about what it is to approach another person as a soul, rather 
than as a merely useful instrument or an obstacle to one’s plans;  about what it is to talk as 
someone who has a soul to someone else whom one sees as similarly deep and complex” (2010:6). 
 
Boundaries become interesting, because they are often arbitrary, and because they can be crossed.  
New analytical distinctions are born, and fall away.  Since I read EM Forster, I get the greatest 
delight in finding connections between categories and groups which often seem, on the fact of it, 
irreconcilable, but actually combine to produce very interesting and challenging new insights.  It is 
for this reason that I love my job – that is, being the Co-ordinator of the Research Cluster on 
Sustainable Development.  It is precisely the “clustering” and the bridging of boundaries which 
brings the intellectual thrill – and which also has the most likely chance of impacting positively on 
practical and policy challenges.  It is the purpose of this lecture to show how such connections and 
clustering can be done, how boundaries can be usefully transgressed, and how the university can 
locate itself in new political and geographic spaces. 
 
Now all this requires new ways of seeing. Sometimes we can shine a new kind of light onto old 
images, and find surprising things.  A few days ago, this image floated into my Inbox: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Camping in the Kalahari:  
Do you think he knew anything before the flash went off? 

 
 
It becomes even more exciting when we simultaneously combine what I would call “different types 
of difference”, father similar to a Rubex Cube.  I will highlight at least four types of  boundaries, 
which have become obstacles to fresh developmental thinking.  
 
 These boundaries are: 
 

1. The boundaries between different policy sectors, such as housing, water, health and 
environment – a distinction which is now often referred to as the “silo mentality”, and which 
proves devilishly difficult to overcome 



2. The boundaries between university specializations, such as sociology, biology, education 
and medicine, which are increasingly recognized as an obstacle to cutting-edge thinking.  
This will be a key theme in this presentation. 

3. The boundaries between universities and their environments – the old “town and gown” 
problem 

4. The spatial boundaries between political jurisdictions – in South Africa, this particularly 
takes the form of provinces and municipalities. 
 

How apt, then,  is the comment by David Ellwood, the dean of Harvard’s Kennedy School of 
Government:  “All the interesting problems cross boundaries.  Some straddle borders.  Some 
straddle disciplines.  Some require co-operation between business, government, academia and non-
profit groups.  So you have train people to cross boundaries” (The Economist, 22 January 2011). 
 
The common feature of these multiple sets of boundaries is that they are all institutionalized.  
“Institutions” refer to complex systems of social rules, customs, and power relationships, often kept 
intact by the glue of norms and values.  Institutions are extremely powerful and extremely useful 
social phenomena – in fact, they form the basis of any civilization, and enable mankind to achieve 
extraordinary feats of collaboration and co-ordination.  Building viable institutions, and 
maintaining institutional memory, are arguably the single most important developmental actions 
we can take (Casson et al, 2010). 
 
The problem is that institutions can take on a life of their own, and lead to a diminishing of 
creativity and imagination.  They can also lead to conservatism and the triumph of petty factions, 
jealousies, gate-keeping and rent-seeking, where institutional functionaries (government officials, 
corporate executives, or university staff) exert their power in ways to limit new ways of seeing and 
doing.  Institutions can also promote inequality (Savoia et al, 2010).  The irony is that institutions at 
the same time enable social collaboration and constrain it – and the reason is that institutions have 
boundaries, and that many people within institutions have a vested interest in maintaining those 
boundaries, leading to the phenomenon of inter-bureaucratic competition (Bagoyoko and Gibert 
2009).  (Understanding this basic fact is what makes the discipline of Sociology such a critical 
element of developmental analysis). 
 
In my analysis of the four types of boundaries, I will focus primarily on the spatial one – partly 
because it provides a more concrete visualization of the problem of boundaries, and partly because 
it, in turn, leads inexorably to an understanding of the other three types of boundaries anyway.  (It 
also reflects my growing understanding of the importance of Geography in developmental 
discourse – rather belatedly, since I last studied Geography formally in Grade 9).  So we will begin 
with the spatial issue of political jurisdictions.  For this, we need to go back about 25 years in South 
Africa’s political history – i.e. to the apartheid regime. 
 
The discipline of History is a fascinating one, because “history” is not a given datum.  What we make 
of “history” depends on our historiographical imagination.  One version of apartheid history which 
has not been adequately explored, is the technocratic competence of government planners under 
apartheid (in fact, it can be argued that it was precisely because the National Party’s technocrats 
realized the inherent incompatibility between racial discrimination and the modern economy that 
they threw in the towel around the late 1980s).  The apartheid system has, of course, been justly 
condemned for being extraordinarily unjust and undemocratic.  But under apartheid, some things 
were actually done rather well.  Two of these relate to territorial boundaries – and I do not refer 
here to the homeland experiment, which was certainly one of the grandest failures of South African 
history. 
 
Rather, I refer to two more modest innovations under apartheid.  The first was the Regional 
Services Councils (RSCs), which did a very good job in raising taxes from the white business sector, 



and spending this money on poor black communities and rural areas – on a regional basis.  This 
enabled the provision of crucial infrastructure, on an incredibly cost-effective basis.  We who live in 
the southern Free State, and who have long enough memories, yearn for the days that business 
taxes in Bloemfontein were so lavishly spent in our rural towns by the Bloemarea Regional Services 
Council. 
 
In the Free State, the jurisdictions of the RSCs looked like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rural services councils in the Free State 
 

 
This also led to new regional identities, where the white city fathers began to understand that they 
have interests and sympathies in common with black townships and rural areas.  Because of their 
independent fiscal base, the RSCs had much stronger institutional impacts than their latterday 
cousins, the District Municipalities.  The RSC experiment only lasted about 10 years (from 1984 to 
about 1995), and so it did not, in my opinion, achieve its powerful transformative potential. 
 
The second spatial innovation under the NP regime was the notion of “economic regions”.  There 
were 8 such regions throughout the country: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development regions before 1994 
 

 
To some extent, these economic regions were discredited because they were at least partially 
meant to prop up unviable homelands.  But they had the virtue of encouraging regional leaders to 
come together to discuss pragmatic economic development issues. 
 
When the new Constitution was promulgated in 1996, a very different spatial system came into 
being.  This system is based solely on provincial governments and municipalities.  These are the 
building-blocks of the administrative system, as well as the ANC’s own party organization.  The 
provinces are not strong because they have many discretionary powers – in fact, they have 
generally remained as damp squibs when it comes to policy-making.  They are also not particularly 
strong because of their administrative competence.  But they are important because provinces are 
the basis of the ANC’s party structure – in the words of Prof Roger Southall of Wits University, “The 
ANC is a party of provinces”.  Provincial boundaries form the “turf” on which the intra-party “turf-
battles” are fought.  (This shows what an important discipline Political Science is, in any 
understanding of development dynamics). 
 
Of course, economic or administrative logics are not the same as political logic.  There are often 
good technocratic reasons for provincial officials to transcend provincial boundaries and discuss 
matters of common interest with their peers on the other side of the fence.  This happens rather 
rarely, and many very promising development initiatives have remained undeveloped.  In our own 
province, for example, the management of “Lake Xhariep” (one of the most significant dams in 
South Africa) as well as the Vredefort Dome (a world heritage site) could have benefited 
enormously from a coherent cross-border approach.  But this has been almost impossible to 
achieve, because of the “turf war” nature of provincial boundaries.  Provincial border areas have 
become virtually sanitized, from a developmental point of view, because any project in these areas 
would require inter-provincial collaboration, and that is seldom contemplated. 
 
The reason for this failure lies at the level of  institutional dynamics.  In South Africa, there is no 
official incentive for provincial power-holders to collaborate with each other.  Provincial decision-



makers are only interested in achievements within their province.  Also, in their competition for 
status in the national ANC, there is no virtue in letting one’s competitor look good.  In effect, politics 
becomes a provincial zero-sum game.  Provinces have become institutional fiefdoms. 
 
Similarly, within the ranks of the provincial administrations, there is no institutional  incentive for 
officials to collaborate with their peers in neighbouring jurisdictions.  All targets are determined on 
a provincial basis.  No official will win any recognition for assisting his or her neighbouring 
province to reach shared goals.   
 
This leads to some very dysfunctional dynamics.  Schools, hospitals and other facilities are planned 
purely on a provincial logic – which are typically cast in stone in provincial Growth and 
Development Strategies.  We would rather that our citizens drive 200 km to the nearest provincial 
hospital, than 50 km to the hospital situated on the other side of the provincial boundary.  We 
would strenuously resist spending our provincial budget on a facility situated 10 km on the other 
side of the boundary, even if we could benefit handsomely from such an investment.   Provincial 
boundaries have become Berlin Walls. 
 
I first came across this problem of rigid boundaries when I began to investigate the failure of policy-
makers to recognize the economic potential of the Karoo – a vast semi-desert plain which makes up 
45% of South Africa’s land surface.  The Karoo is an eco-region, and it straddles four provinces: The 
Western Cape, the Eastern Cape, the Northern Cape, and the southern Free State. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Karoo, situated on national highways 
 

The Karoo has some notable economic advantages:  A dry but pleasant and healthy climate; a 
significant supply of underground water; a reputation for excellent mutton and wool;  a topography 
of hilly outcrops which produces attractive “viewsheds”;  and many small towns which are 
increasingly appreciated by tourists interested in architecture.   
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
Lake Xhariep      Charming small towns 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impressive church architecture    Art and heritage 
 
 
The Karoo is also a fossil treasure-house, well known for its extraordinary paleontological history, 
as it was an inland swamp in prehistoric times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Karoo mega-fauna, 260 million years ago  
(Source: John Almond) 

 
In  fact, if the Karoo had been situated in America, it would probably by now have been one big 
Disneyworld Jurassic Park.  Thankfully, the Karoo has not reached this level of commercial interest, 
and hopefully, it never will.  But there is a growing appreciation of the assets and wealth of the 
Karoo – ranging from a marked increase in Karoo tourism, to new generation of urban-based 
investors in Karoo farmland and town houses. It is becoming fashionable to own a piece of “Karoo 
paradise”, to commune with artists, to gaze at Karoo stars, to eat Karoo lamb, explore Karoo cuisine, 
and to drive your 4x4 vehicle off-road into one of the Karoo’s many new game parks.   The appeal of 
“space, silence, solitude and soul” is becoming irresistible to a generation of world-weary urbanites, 
who search for pristine spaces in the world where they can – often for the first time – gaze inwards.  
Of course, doing all of this in a luxury lodge helps a lot. 
 
Despite this growing regional synergy in the Karoo, there is no recognized institutional 
infrastructure to understand, analyse, promote, develop and market its assets.  Each province 
compiles its Provincial Growth and Development Strategy in splendid isolation.  There is simply no 
model of regional governance or regional economic development within the contemporary 
governmental system in South Africa.  In the Karoo, some tentative steps towards consultation and 
collaboration have been taken by the Western Cape Departments of Tourism and Agriculture, but in 
each case, their horizons have only included the Northern Cape and Eastern Cape provinces – with 
whom they share an inherited affinity as the erstwhile Cape Province.  The Free State has almost no 
official contact with its neighbours.  There is clearly an institutional lacuna  of massive proportions.   
 
At the same time, the international policy environment and comparative literature point to a major 
shift towards understanding the potential of regionalism (Amin 2002).  In Europe, as well as North 
America, international boundaries are becoming porous.  Conscious policies are undertaken to 
promote regional collaboration across state and federal boundaries.  New institutional terms are 
being used to describe these phenomena.  Shared “policy networks” have been identified.  These 
are interactions between public and private actors, across institutional boundaries, and often 
focused on regional interests.  The term “hollowing out of the state” refers to the loss of the 
monopoly on government functions (Jessop 1993) by  national governments.  A whole new range of 
institutions, including municipalities, regional governments and semi-private networks now 
conclude agreements across national boundaries – this is the  so-called “filling-in of the national 
state”.   



 
Stakeholders do not wait for such agreements to be sanctioned by national governments;  in effect, 
they behave as international agencies in their own right.  Regions link to other regions, within or 
outside their own national states;  municipalities link to municipalities in other countries (the so-
called “twinning” arrangements);  and they all link with one another in vertical, asymmetrical 
relationships as well.  There are no more Berlin walls;  there are only porous boundaries, with 
influence and money travelling through the boundaries by osmosis.  Government now operate on 
multiple scales, based on functional and developmental imperatives (Blatter 2004).  This is the 
phenomenon called “glocalisation”, which combines globalization and localization. 
 
What exciting times we live in, relieved of the monopolistic hand of 19th-century nation-states! 
 
These functional imperatives lead to the creation of special-purpose organizations, which are 
increasingly replacing states as an “all-purpose” organization.  In Europe, governance systems are 
developing on the basis of “functional, overlapping and competing jurisdictions” (Frey and 
Eichenberger 1996).  Typical examples of such organizations are environmental, transport, water 
and tourism organizations.  Their footprint transcends municipalities, districts and sometimes 
nation-states, and their activities bring in a wide range of stakeholders.   
 
In Europe, border regions are no longer the cinderellas of development.  They are becoming 
institutional laboratories.  Whereas border regions were always seen as peripheral parts of the 
state territory, they are now becoming vanguards  in building relationships with their peers on the 
other side of the fence.  In fact, many border regions are no longer economically peripheral – quite 
often they are enjoying economic prosperity above the national average. 
 
The new concept of “territory” is not based on political boundaries.  “A territory has no pre-defined 
boundaries, neither administrative nor physical, but stems from the aggregation of groups of 
people with similar problems and opportunities” (Ambrosio-Albala and Bastiaensen 2010: 12).  
 
The single most important reason for taking regions seriously, is their ecology, which gives us a 
different map of the Karoo: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Karoo, Kalahari and Namaqualand as eco-regions 
 



 
Ultimately, regions are about environmentally sustainable economic productivity, and this is 
fundamentally determined by the fauna, flora, soil, climate, water and minerals.  This is relevant for 
agriculture, tourism, transport, mining and lifestyle facilities.  Bringing together an understanding 
of social systems and ecological systems – simultaneously – is a major methodological challenge.  It 
requires an understanding of phenomena as diverse of soil health, climate, cultures, institutions, 
and economic production – each of which has its own multitude of causal dynamics, operating on 
one another at different scales of time and space (Stafford-Smith and Reynolds 2002).  This meta-
disciplinary interface is referred to as Social-Ecological System (SES) theory. This is cutting-edge 
thinking. 
 
This has massive policy implications for areas such as the Karoo.  Two examples will suffice.  
Firstly, there is a growing appreciation of “ecosystem services” – the benefits which people and 
societies obtain from the environment (Shackleton et al, 2010).  There are at least three main 
categories of services:  (1) provisioning services (crops, building materials, fodder, fresh water, 
honey, grass, wood), (2) cultural services (aesthetic values, heritage values, inspiration, knowledge 
systems, recreation, tourism and spiritual values), (3) and regulating services (air quality, climate, 
water cleansing, flood control, biodiversity, disease regulation, pest regulation).  Some people, such 
as farmers, are the custodians of a part of the environment (such as a forest, a grassland or a lake), 
but the maintenance of the environment benefits us all.  How do we then manage and reward such 
custodianship activities?  These ecosystem services can be costed, and some extensive studies have 
been done on the succulent Karoo, to “add up” the monetary value of the environment.  There are 
now debates on Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) – the idea that land owners and land users, 
who do not degrade their environment, are entitled to some reward from the public fiscus, for 
preserving the environment on behalf of the common good.  This debate is now being taken 
forward in the Sneeuberg in the Karoo. 
 
Another example of the human-ecosystem interface is the changing nature of rural development.  
The “new rural paradigm” in developed countries focuses on multiple rural livelihoods, which go 
way beyond agriculture (Ambrosio-Albala and Bastiaensen 2010).  Such livelihoods include 
tourism, retail, business support, heritage arts and crafts, cuisine, lifestyle and wellness, and 
spiritual facilities.  The key options are now “farm” and “off-farm” livelihoods.  One also gets “on-
farm” and “non-farm” livelihoods.  One can live on a farm, and not do agriculture;  you can live off-
farm and do a range of alternative activities.  Rural areas are now described as “post-productivist” 
(Halfacree 2006).  In developed countries, rural places are becoming highly desirable places to live 
and work.  Even agriculture is being re-defined into new market niches, including organic foods, 
low food-mile products, and self-picked products.   
 
Rural people are becoming highly discerning folk, who choose to live in the countryside rather than 
the city, but have many of the skills and networks of city slickers.  And the ecosystem is the basis for 
all of this.  If you wreck the water quality, or the soil, or the air, or build busy highways through the 
pastures, you destroy many other livelihoods.  Rural policies are now much more than agricultural 
policies, or even agrarian policies.  They are truly inter-sectoral, interdisciplinary, and based on a 
fluid conception of regions and territories (Douglas 2005).  The management skills required draw 
from a wide range of disciplines: agriculture, water management, soil management, development 
planning, heritage management, ecology, and transport.  In fact, even the concept of “rural policy” is 
increasingly becoming a misnomer, as we realize the manifold connections between farms, villages, 
towns and cities – with  a sophisticated rural clientele moving effortlessly between global, city and 
rural pursuits. 
 
This new understanding of rural development is catching on – fast.  The most remarkable 
phenomenon is taking place as we speak:  The rapid mobilization of civil society in the Karoo, as a 
response to the debate on shale gas mining in the Karoo.  The fossil heritage of the Karoo, which we 



mentioned earlier, produced a vast underground reservoir of methane gas.  Given the growing 
demand for cleaner energy, many oil companies are eyeing this resource with keen interest.  At 
least three major oil companies are in the process of applying for exploration rights, which includes 
sinking wells up to 5 km deep.  It goes without saying that the Karoo gas mining issue crosses 
provincial boundaries, and will require a regional approach for effective management. 
 

 
Shell’s Karoo exploration application – a trans-provincial affair 

 
 
There are major risks associated with this technology.  In the process of exploration and 
underground rock fracturing, a cocktail of chemicals is pumped down into the wells.  These 
chemicals then cause underground explosions, releasing the gas to be pumped out.  The whole 
process requires a massive amount of water , and this will need to be drawn from the Karoo’s own 
aquifers.  The water that re-emerges (so-called “produced water”) is awash with chemicals.  
Furthermore, the fracking process can cause methane to mix with underground water supplies, 
which could potentially seep out anywhere – at boreholes, at fountains, at wetlands, in rivers.  This 
is truly a new form of mining, where the ecological footprint is found in unstable and poorly 
understood underground rock and water formations. 
 
Internationally, fracking has been contententious.  The advocates of shale gas mining maintain that 
it is a more “green” source of energy, and it is the solution to the world’s energy problems.  The 
critics maintain that it plays Russian Roulette with the environment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anti-fracking mobilization  
in the US 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This has caused major concern about the potential impact of fracking on the Karoo landscape: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Valley of Despoilation? 

 
 
The prospect of fracking in the Karoo has caused a furore.  Even Zapiro has satirized the situation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the last three months, civil society in and around the Karoo have mobilized with incredible 
speed, assisted by the latest technologies of social networking – blogging, facebook, twitter and e-
mail.  The “Treasure the Karoo Action Group” was established three months ago, as a special-
purpose vehicle, but with national and international membership. A network of journalists, authors, 
photographers, scientists, academics and T-shirt producers are now working full-time to rustle up 
opposition to hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking”. These groups, who function in loosely affiliated 
virtual networks, have also linked up with anti-fracking groups overseas.  The movement is now 
truly global – across provincial and national boundaries.   
 
Consequently, the public participation process has been intense, with Shell representatives facing 
angry crowds at public meetings.  The scale of mobiliation is unheard of in any rural area in South 
Africa (with the possible exception of St Lucia).  We are truly in the era of “Version 2” people – the 
people with cell phones, internet and social networking – the same kind of people who are bringing 
down a series of dictatorships in the Middle East.  This is a new form of politics, and we will need 
new sociological categories to make sense of it. 
 
The fracking question shows that we need a new regional approach to development.  Provincial and 
municipal boundaries will not go away – in fact, as these levels of government become more 
empowered, their boundaries will remain important as political jurisdictions.  But new layers of 
institutions are being created, which bring together new regional interests.  In 2009, the Karoo 
Development Foundation, a not-for-profit organization, was established to identify common 
interests and promote development and debate in the Karoo.  (I am a Trustee, as is Prof Lucius 
Botes, of the Faculty of Humanities).  One of its key tasks is to promote the “branding” of Karoo 
products and the protection of the name “Karoo” against an unprecedented onslaught of 
advertising interest.  The key issue is the creation of “geographic indicators”, which “brand” the 
term Karoo and protect it against unwarranted use by non-Karoo organizations. 
 
In this context, it makes no sense to limit development to provincial boundaries. 
The international literature suggests the nature of cross-border regions will be determined by two 
key dimensions (Blatter 2004: 534).  :  Firstly, will such regional institutions be single-function or 
multi-functional, and secondly, will they be based primarily on technocratic expertise or on 
emotional and symbolic identification?  These variables produce a variety of institutional options, 
which could be led either by political parties, or by development planners, or by civil society 
organizations, or by charismatic leaders.  There is no a priori regional institutional solution.  In the 



words of Martin Jones and Bob Jessop (two of the foremost theorists of the contemporary capitalist 
state), different options may be possible, but only a few are “compossible” – meaning they can 
actually happen, given the specific social, economic and political relationships within a specific 
context (Jones and Jessop 2010).  Will regions, such as the Karoo, evolve permanent development 
institutions beyond crisis management?  Will the political space in South Africa enable regional 
institutions to become “compossible”?  This remains to be seen. 
 
What does this mean for universities?  The ivory tower metaphor is obsolete;  the “town vs gown” 
dichotomy has disappeared.  The university is one major player in a highly connected system of 
knowledge production, dissemination, and consumption.  Experimentation and innovation are the 
hallmarks of the global university.  Knowledge, insight and social networks are the new currencies 
in the global economy – and they are rapidly overtaking the usual economic categories of capital, 
labour and land.   
 
For universities, a critical question is that of “university-community engagement” (Williams et al 
2005).  This refers to the shared generation and use of knowledge.  Community stakeholders assist 
in defining key research questions and useful information;  universities contribute by refining these 
research questions and generating reliable scientific data.  Together, communities and universities 
debate policy and development issues.  Critically important topics for such debate would be, in my 
view, issues such as the social-ecological interface, rural development, and regional development. 
 
We should not be dismayed by the apparently utilitarian character of knowledge production and 
use.  As we engage, innovatively, with the rapidly changing world, more and more philosophical 
problems are being thrown up, which sometimes will require ventures into the apparently non-
developmental disciplines.  In the case of fracking, for example, does the interest of the 
environment trump that of poor communities who seek jobs?  We will require moral reflection on 
the new forms of social action.  We certainly need new psychological categories to explain people’s 
rapid and intense identification with regional identities, which go far beyond the usual markers of 
nation-state, political jurisdiction, political party or racial group.  We are in unchartered territory 
here. 
 
The issue of crossing boundaries, of finding new connections, of engaging with spatial regions and 
inter-disciplinary concepts, has brought me on a long and exciting journey of intellectual discovery. 
I have increasingly wondered where this fascination may have come from.   
 
Ek het onlangs Max du Preez se autobiografie gelees – met die veelseggende titel Dwars: Mymeringe 
van ‘n Gebleikte Afrikaan (2009).  Ek het weereens  besef hoe besonder kompleks is die interne 
denkrigtings van vele Suid-Afrikaanse families.  Soveel Afrikaanse families is gevorm uit ‘n mengsel 
van tale, oorsprong, rasse-groepe, kerklike bewegings, en politieke filosfieë.  Aan my oupa se kant 
was my familie altyd “bloed-SAPPE” – ons het altyd heel gemaklik oor die grens van Afrikaans 
versus Engels getrou en kinders grootgemaak.  Dit was maar gewoonte dat ons almal maar een of 
ander tipe vrydenkers was.   
 
Maar ek wil wel spesifiek verwys na die mees besondere van my voorsate - my oupa, Wynand 
Louw, wat soveel van die institusionele grense oorgesteek het.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wynand Jacobus Louw 
 
 
Hy het eers ‘n graad verwerf in Politieke Wetenskap en Filosofie, maar agterna besef hy toe dat sy 
ware liefde lê by die natuurwetenskappe – en veral Plantkunde, waarin hy ‘n PhD verwerf het by 
die Universiteit van Potchefstroom.  Hoe gemaklik het hy oor die dissiplines beweeg – van 
Aristoteles na Charles Darwin, van John Stuart Mill na Jan Smuts. 
 
Oupa Wynand se navorsing op die ekologie van die suid-wes Transvaal is in 1953 gepubliseer, en ‘n 
spesie van plantjie dra vandag sy naam.  My Oupa was vir meer as 30 jaar werksaam as 
Plantkundige by Potchefstroom Universiteit, waar hy ook die botaniese tuin gestig het.  Maar Oupa 
Wynand se intellektuele geesdrif en vermoens het nie hier ge-eindig nie.  Want hy was maar altyd 
ietwat in veset teen die sosiale grense van die Afrikaner establishment.  In 1931 het hy sy oudste 
dogter vernoem  na Hypatia, ‘n baanbreker sterrekundige en wiskundige in Alexandrië in die 4de 
eeu na Christus.  Haar werk was een te veel vir die fanatiese Christelike kerk van daardie tyd.  
Hypatia was die eerste wetenskaplike wat gestenig is vir haar geloof in kennis en logika.   Haar lewe 
was onlangs uitgebeeld in die film Agora (“Agora” beteken “openbare vergaderplek”, the “public 
square”): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Hypatia 
 



 
 
Van sulke mense het intellektuele pioniers gekom, wat vreesloos was in die oorsteek van skanse en 
grense.   
 
South Africans know how to challenge social, spatial and political boundaries.  We need to keep this 
knowledge alive, to keep our political and intellectual institutions vibrant and relevant.  The 
University is the modern Agora.   
 
It is for this reason, therefore, that I dedicate this lecture, on this very important day of my life, to 
my grandfather, Dr Wynand Jacobus Louw. 
 
Thank you. 
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